
After five years of immense popularity, the capes were in high demand, prompting 

her to make the decision to transition to the next phase. Now, 47 years later, the 

latest iteration of the Seven Iconic Capes continues to dominate, remaining the 

most sought-after scene in her stage productions.

Missouri embodies the essence of a true fashion designer. The pinnacle of her 

career was marked by the creation of the 7 Iconic Cape Ensembles. Between 1984 

and 1989, she showcased those beautiful capes in fashion shows from the North 

to the South.

Commemorating this milestone, we've crafted posters with a poetic touch, serving 

as memorabilia and an inspiration for all to pursue their dreams now!

Poster of the Seven Iconic Cape Ensembles are currently available for purchase, 

ready to be shipped directly to you. To place your order, please call 732.419.7812 

and let us know your preferred color.

POSTERS are: 12x19

$10 ea. / 2 for $15 /  7 for $35  

Inbox us our call: 732.419.7812

ROYAL BLUE POSTER READS:

ROYAL BLUE CAPTURES THE ESSENCE AND MOOD

Electric hues that defy the ordinary, In these capes, the extraordinary, Royal blue 

captures the essence and mood, Of an era where individuality was pursued. 

Electric dreams, a vivid, radiant phase, Where nostalgia and fashion engage in a 

dance. So let us remember the capes that shone bright, In colors like royal blue, a 

stunning light. They carried the spirit of freedom and fun, In the electric dreams of 

days yet to come.

POSTERS are: 12x19

$10 ea. / 2 for $15 /  7 for $35  

Inbox us our call us @ 732.419.7812

You can read the full story in her book, My Journey to STYLETAINMENT, A Life Stitched 

Together. https://styletainment.wixsite.com/my-journey 

Seven Iconic Cape Ensembles

https://styletainment.wixsite.com/my-journey




Seven Iconic Cape Ensembles

EMERALD GREEN

MIDNIGHT BLACK

ELECTRIC BLUE

LAVISH PURPLE

CHAMPAGNE GOLD

CHAMPAGNE IVORY

TANGERINE ORANGE 
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